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Develop a Dicom application (server, client and viewer)
for cross platform (Win32, Win64, Android, IOS,
Linux) and start selling from website or operating
system. Desktop version development If you are

planning to start a project from a website, start by
designing graphics, interface and user interface

templates, and user interface. This is not a requirement,
but if you have enough experience in writing

applications for the web environment, you can do it
yourself or hire specialists. You can make an application
from scratch and publish it, or buy a ready-made version

and run it on cross-content. This means that you will
have to delve into the application code. You will know
what and how to do to make the site or the application

running on it work. If you choose a web product, before
you buy or make, you will need to enable Javascript on
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all pages of the application. When creating a website
and its first version, you will need knowledge from the
HTML and CSS course. Developing a web or mobile

version requires basic knowledge of code and UX. You
can read our Beginner's HTML Tutorial and learn more
about developing web apps starting on this page. Step 3:
Estimate the project and its cost Develop a conceptual
solution, agree with the development team, and start

testing. At this stage, you need to conduct server testing
and a test environment, and you can evaluate the effect

of the application. Here we will look at how to
download it and debug it. Application debugging and
testing Debug applications on various devices. Check
the app version on different devices and analyze its

behavior. This procedure will allow you to understand
how the application fits into the business model. Can

you install the app on a new or existing mobile device?
Is there a touch screen app? If so, can you customize it
so that the user can use it? Are there any peculiarities in
how the application is installed? If the application works
well on a new or existing device, then you have chosen

the right model. For an optimal application launch
experience, it is important that applications across

platforms run on the same hardware. Therefore, before
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launching the application, it is necessary to prepare it for
various operating systems and devices. Debugging

Process Debug the application as you did during initial
testing
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